
Dear All, 
 
Glenn and I met with Steffi Lomax of the Environment Agency and Ben Parmenter of Jackson 
Civil Engineering last week to discuss the EA's proposals in relation to the renewal of the 
River Wall (ie the stretch of sea defence to the right of the 5th hole running from the Ferry 
Cafe car park across to the junction with the Tomline Wall).  
 
The proposals will provide enhanced sea defences to the Ferry with the new wall being 
designed to withstand higher tidal surges than the existing might cope with. As such, it is in 
our interests to co-operate with the EA to accommodate their plans. If we hadn't, they 
would have been entitled to exercise statutory powers to do what they need to do, in which 
case they would, no doubt, have been far less sensitive to the club's concerns.  
 
The proposals will affect the Club in the following ways: 
 
1. The EA will require access across the Club's land with plant and machinery in order to 
carry out the works. The route will commence roughly half way between the 4th tee and the 
Ferry hamlet where there is an existing parking bay next to the road. It will then follow an 
existing track to the River Wall without coming close to the golf course. 
 
2. A temporary compound will be erected on the area of grass that we maintain for the 
benefit of the commoners. This is the cut area to the right of the 4th fairway. The precise 
location will be on the Ferry side of the EA's plant and machinery route referred to above (ie 
close behind the houses that adjoin the Club's land in this area). The EA is consulting with 
the Ferry Forum to ensure all affected parties are aware in advance of work commencing. 
 
3. Once completed, the renewed wall will be bigger and wider than the existing. The base 
will encroach onto the Club's land and will be the subject of an agreement pursuant to 
which the EA will be entitled to retain the works on our land in return for an obligation from 
the EA to maintain and repair them in the future. 
 
4. The existing public footpath along the River Wall will be diverted temporarily onto the 
club's land. After some discussion, Glenn and I were able to persuade the EA not to divert 
this to the rarely used footpath that runs across the bridge at the 5th and through the 
green! Instead, the temporary route will follow closely the reptile barrier that has already 
been installed by the EA. This is well away from the golf course. 
 
Any questions, let me know. The work is likely to commence in August.  
 
Regards, 
 

Chris Schwer 


